USE CASE

Enabling World-Class Data Sharing

THE INDUSTRY

By using Adlib PDF, a global automotive
corporation created a centralized, scalable
content solution for rendering documents in
multiple formats to increase ease of access
for 200,000 worldwide users.

Manufacturing

THE CHALLENGE
A multinational automotive manufacturing corporation was looking to create a
scalable and shared document-to-PDF rendering solution. The existing Lotus
Notes ECM platform reached End of Life, and their 200,000 users worldwide
could not meet their requirements.
They were faced with a number of difficult challenges. This organization needed to:
• Find an efficient way to render multiple document formats

THE SYSTEMS

THE DOCUMENTS
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
(SOPS)

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic

• Integrate directly with Microsoft® SharePoint®

document–to-PDF conversion to a higher

• Ensure the solution can allow employees to share data globally

level by integrating into the most

• Improve productivity, administration costs and internal client satisfaction

commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple

THE RESULT
Adlib’s enterprise solutions attack inefficiency on every front. By ingesting and converting
multiple file formats in SharePoint and the private cloud, Adlib’s single, reliable shared
rendering platform saved 200,000 worldwide users an average of 9 minutes per day.

sources into more manageable and usable
formats to enhance documents at each of
the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:
capture, manage, archive and deliver.

By using Adlib PDF, this manufacturing organization was able to achieve a number

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

of benefits:

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

Implementation of a defined centralized business process and single rendering platform
üü
Migration of data to SharePoint and private cloud
üü
Marked increase in the ease of access for global users creating happier internal clients
üü
Reduction in administrative and IT costs
üü

ideal for high-volume environments where
accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

Advanced Rendering enabled this automotive
manufacturing organization to save end users
an average of 9 minutes each day.
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